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FAMILIES OF MODULAR EIGENFORMS

F. GOUVÊA AND B. MAZUR

Abstract. This article is an expansion of the notes to a one-hour lecture for an

MSRI workshop on computational number theory. The editors of Mathematics

of Computation kindly asked us to submit these notes for publication, and we are

enormously pleased to do so. Our original audience did not consist of experts

in the field of modular forms, and we have tried to keep this article accessible

to nonexperts.

We have made an experimental investigation of certain arithmetic conjec-

tures using MACSYMA. This investigation requires a search for certain mod-

ular eigenforms of high weight. These computations pose problems which we

feel may be interesting on their own. We are novices here, and we seek advice

from people more experienced in making computations of an analogous sort.
We are, in fact, deeply grateful to J. F. Mestre, who came to our aid and who

vastly extended our computations using PARI.1 Mestre has graciously allowed

us to present his computations in this article.

The kind of families we have in mind, as in the title of this lecture, has as its

prototypical example the standard family of classical Eisenstein series of level

1 and weight k for k = 4, 6, 8, ... , whose Fourier expansions are given by

oo

(1) Gk(z) = -bk/2k + Y°k-i(n)-q"
n=l

with q = e2niz, ok-X(n) = the sum of the (k - l)st powers of all positive

divisors of n , and bk the kxh Bernoulli number, so that the constant term of
the Fourier expansion of Gk is also given as

(2) -bk/2k = (-2n)-k.r(k).Ç(k),

where T(s) is the gamma function and Ç(s) the Riemann zeta function. These

modular forms intuitively "fit into a family" in a number of senses. First, they

are the unique series of level-1 noncuspidal eigenforms for the Hecke opera-
tors. But also, the Fourier series for Gk(z) extend in a (multivalued) complex

analytic manner for k any complex number, if we interpret the constant term

-bk/2k as the right-hand side of (2).
It might be tempting to ask whether there are other such families of classical

eigenforms for the Hecke operators, cuspidal, say, of some level N, parametrized
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by the weight k, and which fit so neatly into a "complex analytic" family of

Fourier series. We would not be surprised if the answer to this were: no. (The
existence of the above "analytic" family of Eisenstein series is related to the

existence of a continuous spectrum for the spectral decomposition of the Ga-

representation space L2((?a/C7q) , where G = Sh2.)
Nevertheless, if we replace the phrase "complex analytic family" by "p-adic

analytic family," the situation changes completely. This is a story begun by

Kummer, and continued in various directions by Iwasawa, Leopold-Kubota,

Serre, Swinnerton-Dyer, Katz, Deligne-Ribet, Hida, and others.

1. The Eisenstein family

To illustrate what we might mean by a "p-adic family" of eigenforms for

the Hecke operators, consider, for p a prime number, the following slightly

modified version of the family ( 1 ) of Eisenstein series above (studied in depth

in [8]):

oo

(I)* G*k(z) = -(X-pk-x)bkl2k + YK-i{n)-qn,
n=l

where k is supposed not congruent to 0 mod p - X . (This last condition ex-

cludes p = 2 and 3.)
Here, ff£_,(w) is the sum of the (k - l)st powers of all positive divisors of

n which are relatively prime to p .
It is evident from Fermat's little theorem that

(3) ok*,_x = cTk*_x   modulo pn+x,

provided k' = k modulo (p— X)p" . Classical formulae (closely related to what

are known as the Kummer congruences) guarantee congruences analogous to (3)
for the constant terms of the Fourier expansion of Gk(z) and Gk<(z). In other

words, we have that

(4) Gk = Gk,    modulo pn+x,

provided k' = k modulo (p - X)pn . Here, two power series with rational

coefficients in the variable q are said to be congruent mod m ("= mod m") if

their difference has the property that its coefficients, when expressed as fractions

in lowest terms, have their numerators divisible by m .

2. Cuspidal classical eigenforms

Let us take then the "/>adic continuity" phenomenon given in (4) as a pro-

totype and seek similar families among cuspidal eigenforms. We shall work

exclusively with classical cuspidal modular forms / (of weight k > X) for con-

gruence groups of the form To(Np), where N is an integer prime to p (the

"tame" level). The Hecke operators 7} for / not dividing N-p , and the Atkin

operators U¡ for prime numbers / dividing N • p, act on, and preserve, the

space of such modular forms, their effect on Fourier expansions being given by

the following formulae:
If / — Y^=i a"a" is sucn a m°dular form of weight k , then

Tl(f) = Y"lnQn + lk-XYa"<ll
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and

U,(f) = $>„/•
By a classical eigenform (for short) we shall mean a cuspidal modular form

(of weight k for some integer k > 0, of tame level N for some positive integer

N prime to p) which is an eigenvector for the Hecke operators 7} for / not
dividing N • p and for the Atkin operators U¡ for / dividing N - p , and such

that / has its first Fourier coefficient equal to 1. It then follows that all the
Fourier coefficients of / are algebraic integers which generate a field Kf of

finite degree over Q.

3. Eigenforms (with coefficients in Cp)

Let Cp denote the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp . This is an amply

large field (abstractly isomorphic to the field of complex numbers) in which all

our coefficients will lie, and which is "set up" to deal with congruences modulo

powers of p . We imagine2 that we have fixed an isomorphism between C and

Cp and then, given a classical eigenform / as above, we transport the Fourier

coefficients of / to Cp via this isomorphism. In this way we consider the

Fourier expansion of / as lying in the ring of power series Cp[[^]] and refer

to this Fourier expansion as an eigenform with coefficients in Cp , or (when the

prime p is understood) as an eigenform. We have avoided using the phrase

"p-adic modular form" because this has been used in the literature (cf. [8, 7, 3])

to refer to various kinds of p-adic completions of the space of classical modular

forms.

4. The slope of an eigenform (with coefficients in Cp)

Recall that we have fixed the prime number p, and an integer N relatively

prime to p.
If / is an eigenform, define a(f), the slope of /, to be the p-adic ord of

its [/^-eigenvalue, i.e.,

a(f) = ordp(ap(f)),

where we normalize ordp by requiring that ordp(p) = 1 .

Let L be an extension field of Qp contained in Cp . Let S(k ; L) be the

(finite-dimensional) L-vector space of all cuspforms with Fourier coefficients

in L which are of level Np and weight k. The Atkin operator Up acts on

S(k ; L), and we have a direct sum decomposition

S(k;L) = Q)S(k;L)a

(a £ Q ; a > 0), where S(k ; L)a is the slope a eigensubspace of S(k ; L).

This subspace can be defined as the image of Pa(Up) acting on S(k ; L), where

Pa(T) is the factor of the characteristic polynomial of the operator Up on

S(k ; L) which contains all eigenvalues of Up whose ordp is different from

a. Note that if L = Cp, then S(k ; L)a is the sum of all the generalized

eigenspaces for the operator Up on S(k ; L) whose eigenvalues have p-adic

ord equal to a. We refer to the decomposition of S(k ; L) into the S(k ; L)a

as the slope decomposition of S(k ; L). Note that

_ S(k;L)a^S(k;Qp)a®L.

2We can, in fact, hardly imagine doing this.
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Write S(k) = S(k ; Cp) and S(k)a = S(k ; Cp)a , for short.
One can get, by elementary means, some information on the slopes that can

occur in each weight k . First of all, divide the eigenforms of weight k into

two classes: "p-oldforms" and "p-newforms"; these are defined as follows.

"p-oldforms": Consider a classical (normalized) cuspform

oo

cp = Y^qn       (AX = X)

n=l

of weight k on ro(A0 , with Fourier coefficients in Cp , which is an eigenform
for the Hecke operators T¡ for / not dividing /V and for the operators U¡

for / dividing N. Since p does not divide TV, cp is an eigenform for the

Tp-operator, so that Tp(cp) = Aptp. The form cp of level N gives rise to a

two-dimensional space of modular forms of level Np generated by the forms

cp and by
oo

vptp = YA»a"p>
n=l

this space being stable under the action of the Hecke operators 7} for / not
dividing Np and by the Atkin operators U¡ for / dividing Np . We may diag-

onalize the action of Up on this two-dimensional space to get two eigenforms.

Specifically, let p' and p" be the roots of the polynomial

X2-ApX + pk~x.

Put
cp'p:=(X-p"Vp)(cp)   and   cp'¿ := (X - p'Vp)(cp).

Then <p'p and cp'p' are both eigenforms on T0(Np), with Up-eigenvalues p'

and p" , respectively. They are distinct if and only if p' and p" are distinct.

Let us call such a pair of eigenforms, coming from the same newform, twin
(p-old) eigenforms. The terminology is justified in that, for example, all the

eigenvalues of the Hecke operators 7) (/ not dividing N-p) and U¡ (I di-

viding N) agree on cp, cp'p, and cp'p . The associated Galois representations of

cp'p and cp'p are equal; these Galois representations come, of course, from the

same automorphic representation.

If a' = ordp(p') and a" = ordp(p"), then cp'p and cp'p have slopes a' and

a", respectively. Since p' • p" = pk~x , these slopes add to k - X. We will

always order p' and p" so that a' < a" .

To summarize, p-oldforms of weight k have slopes between 0 and k - X,

and (except for the rare case when p' = p") come in pairs ("twins") whose

slopes add up to k - X.

"p-newforms": There is a trace function Tr that maps forms of level Np to

forms of level N. The simplest way to define p-newforms is to say that they

are those forms of level Np whose trace to level N is zero. As in [1], this

definition allows one to obtain their slopes: if wp is the usual involution of

S(k) attached to the prime p, we have

Tr(f) = f + px-k'2Upwp(f).

Thus, on the space of p-newforms, we have Up = pkl2~xwp. Now, if / is

a p-newform that is also an eigenform (for the Hecke operators 7) for / not
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dividing Np , and for the U¡ for / dividing Np), it is an eigenform for wp .

Since wp is an involution, we have wp(f) = ±f. It follows that

Up(f) = ±Pk'2-xf,

and so that the only slope that can occur in the "new" part of S(k) is

a = k/2 - X. We will often use this face to conclude that some eigenform
is actually a p-oldform, i.e., comes from level N, and therefore has a twin.

To summarize, the only possible slopes a for which S(k)a is nonzero lie

in the range a € Q, 0 < a < k - X. Since the slope decomposition is in fact

defined over Qp , we also have that the dimension of S(k)a is divisible by the

denominator of the rational number a.

5.  IS THE DIMENSION OF THE SLOPE  a  SUBSPACE "LOCALLY CONSTANT"

AS A FUNCTION OF THE WEIGHT?

Fix a slope a, and consider the function

k^d(k,a) = dime, S(k)a.

We conjecture that this function of k is locally constant in an appropriate
"p-adic topology." More specifically, and more precisely:

Conjecture 1. Fix a slope a, and let kx and k2 be integers satisfying

( X ) both kx and k2 are greater than or equal to 2a + 2 ;

(2)   kx = k2 mod pn(p - 1) for an integer n >a.

Then d(kx, a) = d(k2, a).

Conjecture 1 in the case of slope a = 0 is true for p > 5 (cf. [6, 5]).

J. F. Mestre has accumulated some evidence for this conjecture, for tame
level TV = 1, and for positive slope. For example:

p = 2: Here, Mestre has calculated d(k, a) for all k < 256, and all a.
The data is consistent with the above conjecture, and indeed with a refinement
of it:

(?) d(kx, a) = d(k2, a) if kx and k2 are greater than or equal to 2a + 2

and kx = k2 mod 2"~x for an integer n>a.

Specifically, within the range 4 < k < 256, one has

(a) S(k)a = 0 for a = 0, 1, and 2 (all k) ;
(b) d(k, 3)=X if k = Omod 4; = 0 otherwise;
(c) d(k, 4) = 1 if k = 2 mod 8 ; = 0 otherwise;
(d) d(k, 5) = X if k = 6mod 16; = 0 otherwise;
(e) d(k, 6) = 2 if k = 14mod 16; = 0 otherwise;
(f) d(k,l) = X if k = Omod 8 ; = 0 otherwise.

p = 3: Here, Mestre has calculated d(k, a) for all k < 136, and all a.
The data is again consistent with the above conjecture, and within the range
6 < k < 136, one has

(a) S(k)a = 0 for a = 0, 1 (all k);

(b) d(k, 2) = 1 if k = Omod 6; = 0 otherwise;
(c) d(k, 3) = X if k = 2,4, 8, or 16mod 18; =0 otherwise.

p = 5 : Mestre's calculations (up to k = 212) suggests that for k > 4,

(a) d(k, X) = X if k = 4, 12, 16, and 20 modulo 20; and = 0 otherwise;
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(b) d(k, 2) = 1 if k = 2, 6, and 18 modulo 20, or k = 28, 48, 68, and
88 modulo 100; and = 0 otherwise.

p = 7 : Here Mestre's calculations (up to k = X16) suggest that for k > 4,

' X    if k = 4, 12, 16, 18, 22, 24, 28, 30, 34,

d(k,X) = { 36,40, and 42 modulo 42, and

0    otherwise.

6. Definition of p-adic "families" of eigenforms

To express our main definition in language that is not very technical, we go

at it by successive approximations, describing first a simpler situation, and only

then sketching the more complicated general picture.

The main datum, in either case, is a collection of eigenforms of varying

weight:

Let N be an integer prime to p . To give a p-adic family of eigenforms (of

tame level N and of slope a), one must give an eigenform fk of tame level

N, of slope a, and of weight k for every integer k which runs through an

arithmetic progression 3if of the form

k = ko + t-(p-X)p"       (t = 0, 1,2,3,...),

where ko > 1 and v > 0 are integers.

Kummer families. We shall say that the assignment k i-> fk for all k £ 5f

is a Kummer family if the modular forms fk satisfy the following system of

congruences:

If n is an integer n>v, then

/* = /*,    "modulo p"+1"

for any pair k, k' £Ji such that k = k'  mod(p - 1) -p" .
Here the quotation marks around "modulo p"+1" is simply to remind us that

what it means is the following: the difference fk — fk<, when viewed as power

series in q, has coefficients in Cp whose ord/s are greater than or equal to

n + X.

/{-families. Let R be a commutative Noetherian algebra over the power series

ring in one variable ZP[[T]], which is finite and free as a module over ZP[[T]].

We shall say that k h-> fk is an R-family of eigenforms if there is a power series

F = Yr»<!"
n=l

with rn £ R, rx = X, and if for all k £ 3Í there are continuous homomor-

phisms

nk:R^%

with fk = 2Z^k(rn)Qn ■
To see the relation between the two definitions, consider the special case

of families for which R = "LP[[T]\ and the functions nk are given by Th

(X + p)k - X .   It is easy to see that in this situation the fk  will satisfy the
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condition for a Kummer family. It is not clear, however, that any Kummer

family must arise in this manner.

7. Example (Hida's Theory [5])

Hida shows that for p > 5 any eigenform of slope zero, i.e., any eigenform

which is p-ordinary in the usual terminology (of tame level N) fits into a p-

adic family of eigenforms (of tame level N, all of slope zero, and where v ,

above, can be taken to be 0). Hida describes the algebra R in some detail and

in particular shows that its rank is equal to the dimension of the slope-zero

eigenspace to which the initial form belongs. When this rank is one, he gets a

Kummer family.

As a subexample, take the unique cuspidal eigenform A of level N = 1 and

weight 12, i.e., A = n24 = ^xnqn, where r\ = qxl24\\\(X - q") is Dedekind's

eta function and (by definition) n i-> x„ £ TL is Ramanujan's tau function.

As above, for any prime number p, the form A gives rise to two (p-adic)

eigenforms / = A'p and / = A'p whose Up -eigenvalues are the two roots of the

polynomial X2 - xpX + pxx . Then a(A'p) + a(Ap) = XX, and, ordering these

eigenforms so that a(A'p) < a(A^), we have that A^ has slope zero exactly when

xp is not divisible by p . This seems to be often the case: for example, the only

prime in the range 11 < p < 65,063 for which p divides xp is p = 2411. (It
would be interesting to know if the same is true for other modular forms, i.e.,

whether it is true that for any modular form / the primes p such that ap(f)

is divisible by p are thinly distributed.)
For any prime number p, then, with xp nonzero modp, there is a p-adic

family of eigenforms fk of tame level 1, for k in the arithmetic progression

12 + (p - 1)• t (t = 0, X, 2, ...) with /n = A'p . The argument above shows

that the eigenforms fk actually come from forms of level 1. Can one develop

a mechanism to compute (a quantity of) these forms modulo a large power of

p ? Even a method for determining the eigenvalues of Up on the fk , modulo

a large power of p, on (a quantity of) these newforms, would be of interest.

8. A conjectural generalization of Hida's theory

We believe that there should be a generalization of Hida's theory valid for

modular eigenforms of finite slope. The existence of such a theory (already

suggested in vague form in [3]) has strong numerical implications, which we

formulate below as conjectures. Since we have given two definitions of what we

mean by families, we make two conjectures.

Fix p > 5 and let / be an eigenform of tame level TV of weight ko and of

any slope a. (Recall that ap(f) is never zero, so that a is finite.) Let us refer

to / as the initial eigenform.

Conjecture 2. // dim S(k)a = X, there exists a Kummer family fk of tame level

N, of slope a (and where v can be taken to be any integer > a, the weights

k running through the arithmetic progression k £ Jf = {ko + m -p"(p - X) for

m = 0, 1,2, ...}), and such that f^ is equal to the initial eigenform f.

Conjecture 3. In general, there is a finite flat Zp[[T]]-algebra R, and an R-

family of eigenforms fk of tame level N, of slope a (and where v can be taken
to be any integer >a, the weights k running through the arithmetic progression

k £jf = {ko + m-pv(p-X) for m = 0, 1,2,...}), and such that f^ is equal
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to the initial eigenform f. The rank of the Zp[[T]]-algebra R is less than or

equal to the dimension of the space S(k)a for any k £ Jt with k > ko.

One can explore these conjectures in two different ways: theoretically and

numerically.
On the theoretical front, see our forthcoming paper [4] whose major goal is

to prove a very much weakened form of our three conjectures (continuity of

certain characteristic power series).
We became equally fascinated, however, with the prospect of actually nu-

merically checking the conjectures, and computing the plethora of newforms

and congruences they predict. This, as we have hinted above, is an interesting

project, even in the case covered by Hida's theory, where the conjectures are

known to be true. We should note, however, that an important feature of these

conjectures is that they predict congruences modulo high powers of the prime

number p. The existence of collections of eigenforms connected merely by

congruences modulo p is guaranteed by a well-known lemma due to Deligne

and Serre [2, Lemma 6.11].

9. On the proliferation of p-adic families via "twin" forms

Before going into the numerical evidence in support of the conjectures, we

would like to discuss a curious consequence of them.

In this discussion, we will assume we are always in the "Kummer family"

situation. Suppose we are given a newform, call it cp , of level N prime to p ,

and of weight ko ■ As discussed above, we may associate with cp and with any

prime number p two p-adic eigenforms of tame level N. These will usually

have different slopes a' and a" satisfying a' + a" = ko - 1. But note that,

according to the above conjecture, cp'p fits into a p-adic family of eigenforms

f'k , all of slope a', while cp'p fits into a p-adic family of eigenforms f'k', all
of slope a" . Clearly, if a' f- a" , these two families are not equal.

Note that a' + a" = ko - 1, so that for any other weight k ^ ko, f'k and

f'k' cannot be a twin pair of p-adic eigenforms.

Now for simplicity suppose that N = X, and consider this: the argument

given above shows that for k ^ 2a' + 2, the form f'k is an "oldform" on

r0(p), and similarly, for k ^ 2a" + 2, the form f'k is old. It follows (with this
restriction on k) that f'k and f'k each have their own twin companions which

imbed (conjecturally) in p-adic families of eigenforms of slopes k-X-a' and

k - X - a" , respectively. If our conjecture is true, this proliferates!

A particularly interesting "special" case, which formally goes somewhat be-

yond our conjecture, but may very well follow the format of the conjecture, is

the case of the twin form to the «o/icuspidal form G¡. defined in § 1. From the

definition of Gk one sees that G*k = (X -pk~xVp)Gk . The twin form to Gk is

then Gk := (X - Vp)Gk , which is a (noncuspidal) eigenform of slope k- X 3 Its

Fourier expansion (at the cusp oo) has no constant term. Does it imbed in a

p-adic family, as above, of (cuspidal) eigenforms? We have made a preliminary

computation with k = 4, where we take p to be the (usually forbidden) prime

number 3. We find that there exists, for example, a cuspform (as would be con-

jectured) of weight 58 = 4 + (3 - 1)33 satisfying the conjectured congruences

with Gk modulo 34.

3 We call it the evil twin.
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10. Numerical data for Conjecture 2

Most of our investigations were with the prime numbers p = 5 and 7. We

chose initial eigenforms f of slope a = X and of tame level N = X, and

of weights > 4 selected so that / is the unique cuspidal eigenform of its

level, slope, and weight. In practice, this restricted us to two situations. For

k = 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 26, there is a unique cuspform of level N = X,
which we could work with when its p-slope was equal to 1. In each of these

cases, let cp denote this form of level 1, and let /' and /" denote the pair

of p-old twin eigenforms arising from cp , where /' has the smaller slope. The

forms /' and cp are congruent modulo a high power of p, so that for our

purposes (checking congruences) we could work with either of these two. For

k = 4 and p = 5 or 7, there is a unique newform of level p, which is of slope

1.
With these constraints, the p-adic initial eigenforms in our computations can

be completely identified by their weight ko (and the fact that their tame level

is 1 and their slope is 1).
p = 5 : In this case, we would be seeking a Kummer family of p-adic eigen-

forms fk (of tame level 1 ) of weights k = ko, A^ + 20, fco + 40, etc.
Thus the Fourier coefficients of all the fk are congruent to the initial eigen-

form / modulo 25 and fk = A+ioo modulo 125, etc. We indeed found4 such

eigenforms of weights k = ko + 20 and ko + 40 with initial eigenforms of

weights ko = 4, 12, 16, 20.
Mestre continued these calculations in the case of ko = 12 to weights k =

12 + 20m for all integers m < 12 and found the conjectured eigenforms fk

for these weights k , whose first 25 Fourier coefficients satisfy the appropriate
congruences.

Moreover, he studied all 5-old eigenforms (of tame level 1 ; Fourier coeffi-

cients in <Q>5) of weights < 250 and whose eigenvalues for 7) (/ ^ 5) are

congruent to those of fi^ modulo 52, for ko = 12, 16, and 18. (Note: when

ko = 18, the slope of fi^ is 2.) All the 5-old eigenforms obtained in Mestre's

calculations have Fourier coefficients in Q5, and they are determined by their
weights and their slopes. We list them in the three tables below (one table for

each of the initial eigenforms fx2, fXc, and fx%), labelling the eigenforms in
each weight by their slopes, and with the following further conventions:

(1) We do not list any eigenform of slope > 35 .

Note. This is a harmless simplification of our tables, because the 5-old eigen-

forms (in our range of weights, of tame level 1, and such that their 7}-eigenvalues

for / ^ 5 are congruent to those of f^ modulo 52) of slopes > 35 all happen

to be the twins of eigenforms of slope < 35, and therefore we can reconstruct

all the eigenforms (and congruences) from the information given in the tables.

(2) A double line between two listings on our table means that the two cor-

responding eigenforms are twins.

(3) A single line or, as in the bottom entry in each of the tables, a polygo-

nal arc of shape — connecting two listings means that the two corresponding

eigenforms have the property that their T¡ -eigenvalues for / ^ 5 are congruent

modulo 53.

4By which we mean that we found eigenforms of the correct type whose first 25 Fourier coeffi-

cients satisfied the requisite congruences.
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Table 1

Eigenforms congruent to fx2  (= A) mod 52

weight slopes

12

32

52

72

92

112

132

152

172

192

212

232

10

10

10

10

11

11

10

10

10

11

:30

19

21

21

21

21

19

30

30

2°

Question. Given two eigenforms F and G appearing in one of the above tables,

what is the largest exponent N < oo with the property that their 7} -eigenvalues
for / ^ 5 are congruent modulo 5^ ?

Answer. First, if F and G are twins, their 7}-eigenvalues for / ^ 5 are equal,

so one can take N = oo . Second, // there is a single line between F and G,

then N = 3 . Third, if F and G have the same slopes and their weights differ
by 100, then N = 3. In general, N is the smallest number > 2 that it could

logically be, from consideration of the tables and the above three assertions.

The three tables came as something of a surprise to us. They are consistent,

of course, with our conjectures, but they also display a "regularity" which goes

beyond the scope of our conjectures. Even the eigenforms of relatively high

slope "behave well" in the arithmetic progression of weights displayed in the

tables. One can begin, for example, to see a hint of the phenomenon referred to

in §9 as "proliferation of eigenforms via twin pairs." We also would not have

expected that these three tables (related as they are to three completely different

initial eigenforms) would have such similar shapes.

p = 7 : In this case we sought a family of p-adic eigenforms fk (of tame
level 1, of slope 1) of weights

k = ko, k0 + 42, ko + 84, etc.,

where the first 25 Fourier coefficients of fk are congruent to the initial eigen-

form / modulo 49. Here the weights ko + S4 were already prohibitively high

for us, and so we contented ourselves with the modest project of searching

for such forms fk with weight k = ko + 42. These we found for the initial

eigenforms of weights ko = 4, 12, 16, 18.  Mestre extended our calculation,
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Table 2

Eigenforms congruent to fX(, mod 52

weight slopes

16

36

56

76

96

116

136

156

176

196

216

236

14

14

14

15

15

15

14

14

15

19

19

:34

21

21

21

21     34

34

Table 3

Eigenforms congruent to fx% mod 52

weight

18

38

58

78

98

118

138

158

178

198

218

238

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

slopes

15

15

15

16

16

16

15

15

16

20

20

22

22

22

22

:35

35

35
_i
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establishing the existence of eigenforms satisfying the appropriate congruences,

in the case of ko = 12, for k = 12 + 84 and 12 + 126 ; in the case of ko = 4,
he even found the conjectured congruence modulo 73 satisfied by an eigenform

of weight 4 + 6 • 72.
Although our theoretical reasons for believing the conjecture cover only the

case of prime numbers p > 5 , we felt it worthwhile to search for corresponding

families also in the missing cases p = 2 and 3 (when p = 2, we interpret

"(P - l)Pn" as 2n~x). For these low primes it was feasible to try out some

slopes > 1 as well. For p = 3 and an initial eigenform of weight ko = 6 and

slope 2 we indeed found the requisite eigenforms of weights 24 and 42 satisfying

the required congruence (for their first 25 terms) mod 27 . For p = 2 we chose

an initial eigenform of weight ko = 8 and slope 3 and found eigenforms of

weights 24 and 40 satisfying the appropriate congruences modulo 16.

11. A technical issue

In making the choices we made to test our conjecture we sought to avoid

any instance of our conjecture that has already been proved. Thus, although the

computational problem may still be interesting, we avoided initial eigenforms

of slope 0, since they are covered by Hida's theory. There is, however, another

situation (in the higher-slope context) where, given an initial eigenform / of

weight ko, the existence of an eigenform fk with the requisite congruences is

guaranteed by a certain lemma of Wiles: If the eigenvalue of the Atkin operator

Up on our initial form / occurs with multiplicity one as a root of the char-

acteristic polynomial modulo p of the operator Up on the space of cuspidal

modular forms on F0(Np) of some weight k, then Wiles' Lemma [9, Lemma

1.4.3] assures the existence of an fk satisfying the expected congruences (for
that k). In practice, this multiplicity-one phenomenon modulo p occurs only

for very low values of k (and there are theoretical reasons as well to expect
that it is quite a rare occurrence). In any event, the computations reported

above are covered by Wiles' Lemma only in two instances: ko = 4, k = 24 and

ko = 12, k = 32, both with p = 5 .

12. A sample

To give a sample of the nature of our original computations, let us take p = 7

and the initial eigenform / of weight 4, of tame level 1, and of slope 1. Then

the Fourier expansion of / is given by

f = q-q2-2q3-lq4+ 16<?5 + 2q6 - Iq1 + 15?8 - 23q9 - X6q10 • • •

and we are looking for a 7-adic eigenform fa of weight 46 whose Fourier

expansion is congruent to the above one modulo 49. This eigenform is one of

a "twin pair" of eigenforms coming from a unique cuspidal newform of level 1

and weight 46, with Fourier coefficients in Z7.
The space of cuspidal modular forms of level 1 and weight 46 is 3-dimen-

sional, and, in what must be the standard straightforward manner, we obtain

the characteristic polynomial of the Hecke operator T2 on this space:

S3 - 3814272S2 - 44544640241664S + X35250282417024401408.

This polynomial is irreducible over Z and has as roots mod 7 a single root

congruent to 2 and a double root congruent to -1 (the double root splits

mod 49 to roots congruent to -1 and 6).
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We (with the help of AKCL maxima) can find "the" newform of level 1

and weight 46 "symbolically" in terms of a root 5 of the above equation. We

computed the first 25 terms, the first seven being:

?

+Sq2

+{(S2 + 299525 - 35184370572864)/336}tf3

+(S2-35184372088832)tf4

+{(9495S2 - 19303744005 - 334075977367683480)/28}g5

-{(80088S2 + 1950056181005 - 2817714217021341696)/7}g6

+{(389363S2 - 157408820881925- 13756821756459684032)/8}<77
+ ■•• .

Specializing S to the three roots in Z7 of the characteristic polynomial of
T2 gives three eigenforms. Specializing 5 to the root which is = -99 modulo

343 gives the 7-adic eigenform fa with the desired congruence modulo 49 (!).
Of course, we could not continue very far in this way (i.e., working over

Z), since the integers involved are increasing quite fast.   In contrast to our

calculations, Mestre's were carried out in the suppler environment of PARI,

which in particular allows much of the computation to be done p-adically, to

any reasonable degree of accuracy.
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